Educators are increasingly looking for online resources that support their growth and continuous learning. At the same time, growing numbers of teachers and school leaders are entering the profession through varying routes and preparation experiences. 

NIET’s online platform, EE PASS, addresses these realities by enabling teachers to search for relevant content, see real-life examples of classroom practice, and access learning 24/7. EE PASS provides access to high-quality video and analysis of classroom and leadership practice, and resources to build professional skills.

The new features we are excited about in EE PASS 2.0 include Netflix-style functionality that brings new content to your attention based on your profile — with “Recommended” and “Liked” content appearing at the top of the Content Library page. EE PASS 2.0 is user-friendly, with a modernized, customizable view and an innovative analytics panel that offers leaders insight into real-time observation and certification data.

The resources on EE PASS 2.0 support educators to develop effective instructional practices. The platform offers hundreds of hours of high-impact classroom teaching, with an evaluation and analysis of effective practices, and follow-up coaching conversations. With this high-quality professional learning content, combined with EE PASS 2.0’s innovative design and functionality, we look forward to further supporting partners in achieving success.

New EE PASS 2.0 features include:

**Smart Content**
Platform recommends content based on user profile, history, and engagement.

**Personalized Learning**
Platform provides individualized and customizable professional learning journeys.

**Custom Solutions**
Platform facilitates leaders sharing content with educators.